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Our fixings are
manufactured in 
the UK.

Space-Plug is an award winning innovation business that has been supporting kitchen, bedroom and bathroom cabinetry manufacturers and installers for 
the best part of 10 years. To date Space-Plug has sold nearly 7 million of our “Adjustable Spacer Fixings” (ASF) to furniture manufacturers and installers 
all around the world. Our unique patented product, can save both valuable time and money, when manufacturing or installing a cabinet base unit. 
Affectionately known as the “kitchen fitters friend”, our fixing is currently being used by thousands of kitchen cabinetry makers and installers all over the 
world. It usually takes just ONE simple adjustable spacer fixing to securely fix ONE base cabinet to a wall and its fast, adjustable, robust and professional…. 
Just read our reviews!

Not only a 5 star, designed for purpose solution, it can come with genuine financial savings. Our adjustable spacer fixing can reduce the amount of 
materials used to manufacture kitchen base units. Reduce wastage, weight, footprint, warehousing and transport. A fantastic ally to CO2 targets as well 
as to your bottom line! Kitchen installers embrace the massive time savings, the reduction in modifications and handling. The units fabrication is no longer 
compromised as edgebanding remains intact so even the customer wins! 
 
We believe that’s a lot of key selling benefits from a pennies investment!

The Award Winning 
Revolutionary Adjustable Spacer Fixing
The best products deserve the best components and our ingenious fixing can seriously strengthen 
your product offering with the potential to reduce costs!

We are proud that all designs We are proud that all designs 
and manufacturing of our and manufacturing of our 
products are made in the UK. products are made in the UK. 

We are not reliant on the We are not reliant on the 
manufacture of our products manufacture of our products 
overseas. This ensures we’re overseas. This ensures we’re 
always able to respond to always able to respond to 
demand super quickly.demand super quickly.The “Reg”

Bridging 30-50mm gaps
The “XL”
Bridging 45-80mm gaps Available in Orange, Black & White

Made from strong, durable polypropylene, our ‘adjustable spacer fixing’ 
comes in two convenient sizes that bridge the gap.

Agile & 
flexible to 

accomodate 
any sized order 
within a short 
turnaround.
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Why do installers and their customers want to fit 
your furniture with an adjustable spacer fixing?

7

They’re fast
Speak to any professional kitchen installer or 
DIY’er that uses our adjustable spacer fixing 
and they will tell you just how fast they are to 
use. With fewer parts and fewer fixing points 
required, in most cases just one, installers 
have a much shorter simpler process, with less 
pieces of hardware to locate, to be repeated 
fewer times.

They’re accurate
Once the base unit’s placement has been 
established the installer no longer needs to 
mark or move the unit again. The installer drills 
the cabinet just once, anywhere that suits 
and continues drilling straight through into 
the wall. With no moving and no re-aligning 
our adjustable spacer fixing is always 100% 
accurate. 

They’re easy
Our adjustable spacer fixing is a super simple 
process for any professional installer or DIY’er 
alike. As our fixing is so user friendly it saves 
time, hassle & frustration.



They’re adjustable
Our fixing is unique and patented because 
it is adjustable. No matter the void size, our 
adjustable spacer fixing allows the installer 
to bridge the gap to set the precise fixing 
position of your units in seconds. With the 
telescopic adjustment packers or shims are 
no longer required and 100% redundant.

They’re flexible
Kitchen installers are no longer pinned to the 
edges by fiddly ‘L’ brackets. Our adjustable 
spacer fixing is 3D! Move left or right, in or 
out, or even up or down (if you really wanted 
to). The installer can choose any convenient 
fixing point across the whole unit. Simple 
to move to easily avoid pipework, cabling 
or even line up with wall studs and avoid 
dreaded cavity wall fixings.

They’re accessible
It is hardly surprising to learn that installers 
really dislike working in tight spaces, or at 
awkward angles, or through fiddly access ports. 
They do however love our adjustable spacer 
fixing as they can make a solid and secure fixing 
from any accessible area on the cross brace. 
They also love the simplicity to remove a unit at 
any time during or after the installation.

They’re professional
All kitchen installations warrant the 
correct fitting for the job. How much 
is involved in a decent wall hanging 
system? Our adjustable spacer fixing is 
the only designed for purpose fixing for 
base units. This is why it is a patented 
proprietary solution. Today’s modern 
customers expect high end products 
even when their budgets might not 
match and with a pennies investment in 
Space-Plug they’re not disappointed. 

Kitchens installed with our fixings are 
both robust with a fantastic looking 
finish that installers are proud to show 
their customers… even whilst waiting 
for their templated worktops to go on! 
There’s a first!

Kitchen cabinet designers, buyers, 
installers… in fact all the great people 
that utilise our fixings we call,  
“Space-Plug Fixologists”.  
 
They’re all people that think and do the 
job right!

Are you a Space-Plug Fixologist?



A Revolutionary Fixing 
for an evolutionary 
process.

Are you old enough to remember when base units were manufactured with side panels that reached all the way to the floor? Our apologies 
if you are! FYI younger readers… the product designers back then had no means at their disposal to consider that most floors are uneven. 
Kitchen installers spent hours levelling up units with shims, off cuts and even beer mats! Fortunately, times have changed and someone (we 
don’t know who!?) invented the adjustable plinth feet we’ve known and loved for over 40 years now. Naturally, manufacturers soon reduced 
the height of their side panels so as not to impede the performance of this “wizard” new accessory, to save materials and to maintain the 
unit’s integrity by keeping the board off the damp floors. Beer mats were once again safely confined to the pub!

It is hard to fathom that in the 21st Century base units have hardly changed in their basic design since then. Thousands of product designers 
over the years have overlooked the opportunity to simply turn this idea on its side and repeat the benefits! Manufacturers still produce units 
with extended sides at the back of the units as product designers still believe these help installers by creating a service void in which to 
hide all our cables and pipes. The reality is they actually impede installation! They leave installers reaching for the jigsaw to ‘hack’ away at 
the integrity of your cabinetry. Chopping out swathes of edgebanding in on site modifications around pipes and uneven walls wasting their 
time, over handling units, getting frustrated and binning important protection.

Welcome to the next evolutionary process! Our easy to use, award winning adjustable spacer fixing is the next game changer. Providing a 
strong, fast fixing and providing instantaneous flexibility for the installer just like the adjustable feet. And just like the adjustable feet our 
adjustable spacer fixing systems can speed up installation, save on materials and preserve your units integrity…
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The revolution has 
started, now is the time 
to join us!

We want you to join us and supply an 
adjustable spacer fixing with your furniture.



Improve your Costs

Improve your Profits

Pulling out all your ‘L’ bracket fitting components and adding an adjustable spacer fixing instead will cost no more than pennies. Utilise Space-Plug Freedom 
or Space-Plug Evolution and you’ll actually save money! Some of the lowest cost added value you can achieve.

Whether it’s with a tiny investment or even a cost saving adding an ASF with any of our 3 Patented fixing systems will lift your quality, add to your 
marketing, improve your sales and undoubtedly see you increasing your profits!

Why you  
should supply  
our adjustable  
spacer fixing
systems with 
your furniture?

Improve your Sales
Adding a 5 star, award winning patented product to your furniture will impress installers and your customers alike. When looking for the best sales force you 
can afford, look no further than happy customers and happy installers. Achieving their seal of approval will undoubtedly improve your overall sales.

Improve your Marketing
Whichever of our fast fit systems you choose, we’ll provide you our marketable seal of approval. These trust seals are designed specifically so your 
marketing team can add the sales benefits quickly and easily to all your online and offline marketing materials. Utilise Space-Plug Freedom or Space-Plug 
Evolution and you’ll be reducing materials, waste and transport helping you with CO2 targets and giving you some great green marketing value.

Improve your Quality
By adding any of our Patented and Proprietary Fast Fit systems you’ll be offering a quality improvement that provides instant added value. With Space Plug 
Freedom or Evolution at your disposal, the opportunity to leave your edgebanding on your furniture and not in the skip is a significant quality improvement 
too.
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In the box

The simplest way to provide your installers 
and customers all the benefits of adjustable 
spacer fixings, increase sales and increase 
your profits!

How to supply our adjustable spacer fixing systems 
to your customers.

Provide your installers and customers all 
the benefits of adjustable spacer fixings, 
increase sales, make great cost savings and 
increase your profits!

Go to page
16
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Option 1
SP Freedom

Go to page
20

Option 2

Provide your installers and customers all 
the benefits of adjustable spacer fixings, 
increase sales, make great cost savings, 
provide the fastest simplest and most 
professional fitting system of ALL and 
increase your profits!

SP Evolution

Go to page
24

Option 3

Don’t let  
the installation 

process ruin the 
integrity of  
your units!



x1 Adjustable Spacer Fixing x1 Base Unit

OPTION1
PAGE 16
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Option 1

This really is the quickest and simplest way to create instant extra value to your 
furniture. Our fixing only costs pennies, yet the benefits to your business provide you 
with a huge return on investment. 

When you supply your customers with an adjustable spacer fixing in the box, we will 
give you permission to use our Space-Plug “Badge of Honour”. Our seal of approval has 
been specifically designed as a trust seal, for you to use in anyway you see fit. 

Advertise our “Badge of Honour” in your showrooms, on your website, on your social 
media channels, in your marketing literature and on your packaging. Your customers 
will recogonise that your business has invested in a patented and award winning, 
proprietary fast fit system for their benefit. Provide your marketing team with another 
means to add value to your furniture, this time for a next to nothing investment. 

Be ahead of the game and demonstrate a real intent to “get it done RIGHT!”.
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Put our award winning adjustable 
spacer fixing in your box.



7 Reasons to supply 
one in the box!

The “Space-Plug”  
In the Box

We have known for a very long time the added value supplying an adjustable spacer fixing brings 
to your brand and your cabinetry. To celebrate the benefits our proprietary fixing systems bring to 
your business, we have designed the “Space-Plug” Badge of Honour, that your marketing team can 

use to communicate with your customers that you have invested in an award winning fixing. 

The cheapest marketable benefit you’ll ever buy!

Fast

Easy

Professional

Accurate

Adjustable

Flexible

Accessible

Speed up installation. 
Installation is much faster with our adjustable spacer fixing. Usually only 1 fixing per 

base unit with fewer components per fixing. Loads less to find and never a need to 
move  a unit once in place. 

A faster fit makes for happier installers and happier customers!

Replace fiddly complex out of date practices!
Installers will revel in the ease and simplicity of installing your furniture with an 
adjustable spacer fixing.

Reduce the components you supply. 
With an adjustable spacer fixing there is no need for:   

2 x ‘L’ brackets, 2 x attachment screws, 2 x access ports and 2 x cover caps.

Remove all these and just add 1 Space-Plug adjustable spacer fixing!

Provide a professional finish
While your customer waits for those templated worktops, your base units look great 
when fitted with a row of robust, designed for purpose fixings. Unsightly, skewed & fiddly 
little brackets are not what your installers or your customers want to use or see!

Reduce handling.
With an adjustable spacer fixing in the box there’s never a need  

to move a unit once it’s in place.

Drill straight through for 100% speed and accuracy!

Want your fixings to be accessible as they should be?
Supplying an adjustable spacer fixing in the box they are! Whether that’s during the 
install or after, it is always the simplest of tasks to reach and access.

Want to install your furniture with perfect accuracy?
Of course you do and so do installers and so do your customers! By providing an 

adjustable spacer fixing everyone achieves the perfect install as there is no need to 
mark or move a unit, beautifully simple inherent adjustability, as well as the ability to 

fix wherever it suits!

Showcase to the world that your cabinetry excels in  
providing creative solutions.

Demonstrate and celebrate that your business has the determination to have 
creative solutions to age-old headaches, simply by adding  

Space-Plug adjustable spacer fixings!

Innovation at every turn.
Tell your customers and installers that your business is cutting edge and provide the 
very best in innovative products to get the job done right… Fast!

Be ahead of the game.
Adding Space-Plug adjustable spacer fixings demonstrates a real intent that you are a 
manufacturer that likes to “get the job done RIGHT!”

The Benefits to You, Your Installers  
& Your Customers.
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x1 Adjustable Spacer Fixing x1 Base Unit With Shortened Side Panels

OPTION2
PAGE 20
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Give your furniture a ‘Passport to Freedom’ and watch it soar!

Contrary to popular design protocols creating the service void with extended 
side panels is not useful to anyone. It’s an unnecessarily expensive system for the 
manufacturer, risks the units integrity and creates far more problems than it solves 
for the installer. 

SP Freedom, frees up your furniture from age-old installation headaches of surface 
mounted pipes, meandering walls, over handling and on site modifications. Just as 
happened after the invention of plinth feet our adjustable spacer fixing allows you 
to shorten the side panels and reap some big rewards. Reduced materials, increased 
optimisation, reduced footprint and reduced weight. All will help you save money, 
increase profits and gets you another step closer to achieving your carbon neutral 
goals.

Installers now decide exactly where they want the unit in relation to the wall behind. 
They never have to scribe around a pipe or wobbly wall and edgebanding ALWAYS 
remains intact! Because there’s no scribing there’s no marking or moving a unit once in 
the room! That combined with fewer fixing points with fewer components means this 
super-fast and environmentally friendly system is a hit with installers and customers 
alike. 

The idea of replicating to the wall what we’ve done for so long with the floor really is 
an obvious and simple way to create instant savings. Our fixing only costs pennies, 
yet the benefits to your business provide you with a huge return on investment, great 
financial and material savings as well as added marketing benefits. When you adopt 
Space-Plug Freedom, we will give you permission to use our Space-Plug “Passport To 
Freedom”.  Our badge has been specifically designed as a trust seal, for you to use in 
any way that suits you. Advertise in your showrooms, on your website, on your social 
media channels, in your marketing literature and on your packaging. Your customers 
will recognise that your business has invested in a patented, award winning, 
proprietary fast fit system for their benefit. At the same time provide your marketing 
team another tool to add value to your furniture, showing you’re ahead of the game 
and demonstrating a real intent to think! … and do it RIGHT!

Option 2
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When you adopt the Space-Plug Freedom fast fit system, as well as saving money in your 
manufacturing methods, we will give you the marketing tools to reap all the marketable benefits.  

 
To celebrate our patented & proprietary fixing systems, we have designed the “Space-Plug” 

Passport to Freedom trust seal. Create instant added value, by using our trust seal in marketing 
material and on your packaging. Tell your customers that you have invested in an award winning 

fixing for their kitchen. 

The cheapest marketable benefit you’ll ever buy!

Save MONEY

Save MATERIALS

Save WASTE

Save FOOTPRINT 

Save WEIGHT 

Save TRANSPORT

The “Space-Plug”  
Passport to Freedom

10 Reasons to set  
your furniture free! 

Save SPACE

Save TIME

Save EDGEBANDING

Save CARBON

The Benefits to You, Your Installers  
& Your Customers.

Speed up installation.  
SP Freedom is a faster fitting process. With usually only 1 fixing per base unit, there 

are fewer components to find and installers never move a unit once in the room. They 
never have to cut round services, never have to scribe because of out of plumb walls,  

and never have to re-edgeband.
A Super-Fast Fit has to make for happier installers and happier customers.

Replace fiddly complex out of date practices!
Installers will revel in the ease and simplicity of installing your furniture with an 
adjustable spacer fixing and delight in the fact they have no more cutting, shimming or 
offering up units to wobbly walls!

Reduce the components you supply. 
With SP Freedom no need for: 2 x ‘L’ brackets, 2 x attachment screws, 2 x access 

ports, 2 x cover caps, 2 x 50mm (void width of materials) x 720mm
  Just add 1 Space-Plug adjustable spacer fixing 

Provide a professional finish
While your customer waits for those templated worktops, your base units look great 
when fitted with a row of robust, designed for purpose fixings. Unsightly, skewed & 
fiddly little brackets are not what your installers or your customers want to use or see! 
And your customers would much prefer not to see great chucks of unit  
and edgebanding chopped out!

Reduce handling.
With Space-Plug Freedom there’s never a need to move a unit once it’s in place.

Drill straight through for 100% speed and accuracy!

Want your fixings to be accessible as they should be?
With an adjustable spacer fixing they are! Whether that’s during the install or after, it is 
always the simplest of tasks to reach and access.

Want to install your furniture with perfect accuracy?
Of course you do and so do installers and so do your customers! By providing an 

adjustable spacer fixing everyone achieves the perfect install as there is no need to 
mark or move a unit, beautifully simple inherent adjustability, as well as the ability to 

fix wherever it suits!

Looking to preserve your guarantees.
 With Space-Plug Freedom there’s no need to ever cut a unit on site ensuring your 

edge banding remains intact, protecting as it should and not filling up the onsite skip.

Showcase to the world that your cabinetry excells in providing creative solutions.
Adopt Space-Plug Freedom to demonstrate and celebrate that your business has the 
determination to have creative solutions to age-old headaches, and achieve your goal of 
carbon neutral.

Looking to help save the planet?
With Passport to Freedom, you can store more base units in your warehouse and in 

your lorries as cabinets have a smaller footprint. You’ll even reduce on packaging 
which all adds up to a pretty decent saving on that carbon footprint.

Aiming for NET Zero! Or just have a requirement to save materials costs
With Space-Plug Freedom you’ll save board by cutting smaller parts but will also find 
smaller parts will optimise even better, saving you more and reducing waste even 
further!

Innovation at every turn.
Take to the salesroom floor and show your customers and installers that your 

business is cutting edge and provides the very best in innovative products to get the 
job done right… Fast!

Looking to be ahead of the game
Adding Space-Plug Freedom demonstrates a real intent to “get it done RIGHT!” whilst 
saving money, saving time and saving materials!
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x1 Adjustable Spacer Fixing x1 Base Units With No Sides x2 Datum Pegs

OPTION3
PAGE 24

Datum meaning 
A fixed starting point of a scale or 
operation. “an accurate datum is 
formed by which other machining 
operations can be carried out”

‘I want to supply an adjustable spacer fixing with my units and want the 
savings and benefits of Space-Plug Freedom but worried my installers 
won’t understand the flat-back units?’

We’ve got you covered! Space-Plug Evolution

All the benefits of ‘In the box’ & ‘SP Freedom’, but with the benefit of knowing 
your customers still have that all important starting point! Introducing the SP 
Datum Peg. A cuffed peg that slides easily into pre-drilled holes in the rear of 
the cabinet. Even the most experienced kitchen installer may find a base unit 
with no protruding side panels a conundrum. So to avoid head scratching, as its 
name suggests, our ingenious invention creates the perfect starting point for 
installers when first offering their cabinet to the wall. Datum Pegs come in 5mm 
increments from 35mm to 65mm… so everyone’s covered!

Save material, save money and add value marketing with Space-Plug Evolution. 
When adopting the evolutionary process, we will give you permission to use our 
Space-Plug “Certificate of Evolution”. Our seal of approval has been specifically 
designed as a trust seal, for you to use in any way you see fit. Advertise in 
your showrooms, on your website, on your social media channels, in your 
marketing literature and on your packaging. Your customers will recognise 
that your business has invested in a patented and award winning, proprietary 
fast fit system for their benefit and at the same time provide your marketing 
team another tool to add value to your furniture. Be ahead of the game 
and demonstrate a real intent to “get it done RIGHT!” whilst saving money, 
preserving guarantees, saving time and saving materials!

Finally, the kitchen base unit has evolved!
 

Option 3
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10 Reasons to Evolve and Sustain  
that, “Old School” feel! 

Save MONEY

Save MATERIALS

Save WASTE

Save FOOTPRINT 

Save WEIGHT

The “Space-Plug”  
Certificate of Evolution

Save TRANSPORT

Save SPACE

Save TIME

Save EDGEBANDING

Save CARBON

When you adopt the Space-Plug Evolution fast fit system, as well as saving money in your 
manufacturing methods, but retaining the traditional way of installation, we will give you the 

marketing tools to reap all the marketable benefits. To celebrate our patented & proprietary fixing 
systems, we have designed the “Space-Plug” Certificate of Evolution trust seal. Create instant 

added value to your cabinetry, by using our trust seal in marketing material and on your packaging. 
Tell your customers that you have invested in an award winning fixing for their kitchen. 

The cheapest marketable benefit you’ll ever buy!

All with virtually no change  
to installation habits!

The Benefits to You, Your Installers  
& Your Customers.

Speed up installation. 
 SP Evolution is a faster fitting process. Usually only 1 fixing per base unit, there are 

fewer components to find and installers never move a unit when set in the room. 
They never have to cut round services, never have to scribe because of out of plumb 

walls, and never have to re-edgeband. Evolution instantly creates your  
service void measurement and the perfect starting point!

An Ultra-Fast Fit is always going to please installers and customers alike.

Replace fiddly complex out of date practices!
Installers will revel in the ease and simplicity of installing your furniture with 
an adjustable spacer fixing and delight in the fact they have no more cutting, 
shimming or offering up units to wobbly walls! And with Datum Pegs in the box 
that initial offer up will be just like the old days... but BETTER!

Reduce the components you supply. 
With SP Evolution no need for: 2 x ‘L’ brackets, 2 x attachment screws, 2 x access 

ports, 2 x cover caps, 2 x 50mm (void width of materials) x 720mm
  Just add 1 Space-Plug Adjustable Spacer Fixing,  

a couple of Datum Pegs and their locator holes. 

Provide a professional finish
While your customer waits for those templated worktops, your base units look great 
when fitted with a row of robust, designed for purpose fixings. Unsightly, skewed & 
fiddly little brackets are not what your installers or your customers want to use or see! 
Your customers would much prefer not to see “great chunks” of unit and edgebanding 
chopped out!

Reduce handling.
With Space-Plug Evolution there’s never a need to move a unit once it’s in place.

Drill straight through for 100% speed and accuracy!

Want your fixings to be accessible as they should be?
With an adjustable spacer fixing they are! Whether that’s during the install or after, it is 
always the simplest of tasks to reach and access.

Innovation at every turn.
Take to the salesroom floor and show your customers and installers that your 

business is cutting edge and provides the very best in innovative products  
to get the job done right… Fast!

Looking to be ahead of the game
Adding Space-Plug Evolution demonstrates a real intent to “get it done RIGHT!” Evolve 
your furniture. Employ our creme de la creme system and save money, save time and 
save materials ALL whilst maintaining that old school feel!

Want to install your furniture with perfect accuracy?
Of course you do and so do installers and so do your customers! By providing an 

adjustable spacer fixing everyone achieves the perfect install as there is no need to 
mark or move a unit, beautifully simple inherent adjustability, as well as the ability to 

fix wherever it suits!

Showcase to the world that your cabinetry excells in providing creative solutions.
Adopt Space-Plug Evolution to demonstrate and celebrate that your business has the 
determination to have creative solutions to age-old headaches, and achieve your goal of 
carbon neutral.

Looking to help save the planet? 
With Evolution, you can store more base units in your warehouse and get more units 

on your lorries! Cabinets have a smaller footprint and weigh less. You’ll even reduce 
on packaging which all adds up to a pretty decent saving on that carbon footprint.

Looking to preserve your guarantees.
 With Space-Plug Evolution there’s no need to ever cut a unit on site ensuring your 

edgebanding remains intact, protecting as it should,  
and not filling up the onsite skip.

Aiming for NET Zero! Or just have a requirement to save materials costs
With Space-Plug Evolution you’ll save board by cutting smaller parts but will 
also find smaller parts will optimise even better, saving you more and reducing 
waste even further!
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Whichever is your preference join the revolution 
and supply your customers with any 1 of our 3 
patented, propriertary and award winning fast 
fix systems!

Whichever is your preference join the revolution 
and supply your customers with any 1 of our 3 
patented, propriertary and award winning fast 
fix systems!



Our Story

30

Space-Plug Ltd was founded to create products that support kitchen, bedroom and bathroom cabinetry manufacturers and installers. 

We innovate and develop products that save time and help reduce wastage in our industry. 

Our founder, Cliff Petit, invented our top selling product after spending 10 years on the tools installing kitchens, he believed there was a better way to fix base 
cabinets to walls and put an end to irritating ‘L’ brackets. He started his inventing journey and Space-Plug adjustable spacer fixing was brought to market in 
2013. Over the last 9 years, Space-Plugs products have been highly regarded as a game changer, just read a few of our retail reviews!

We proudly won an innovation award from FIRA our key industry body. Even prouder that our small but mighty Adjustable Spacer Fixing has made installing 
base units fast, simple and more professional than ever before. To date, Space-Plug Ltd has sold over 7 million Space-Plug Adjustable Spacer Fixings, to 
manufacturers that sell them as part of their units, to kitchen and cabinetry installers and home DIY’ers that find an ever growing range of uses for our well-
loved invention.

Our future looks bright (or orange!) as Cliff and his expanding team are passionate about our environment and the impact we are making on the world.

We continue to re-invest profits made, back into in the business to invent new products that will help manufacturers of cabinetry to significantly reduce 
materials used in the production of cabinets.

We are always happy to speak to anyone that is interested in our vision and serving our industry helps us to achieve fit for purpose products.
 
From the whole team at Space-Plug, we look forward to hearing from you!
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“Congratulations to Cliff for identifying a problem and inventing this new style of fixing to 
address it. Our experts were impressed with Space-Plug for its ease-of-use and as an alternative 

to fixing brackets at an angle. We are pleased to present the Innovation Award to Space-Plug 
and look forward to seeing its success within the industry.”

Phil Reynolds, Chief Operating Officer 

Great for manfactuers, great for the customer and
great for the environment.
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Company Director: Cliff Petit
Space-Plug Ltd. Company Registration Number: 08302219. VAT Reg. GB 155 7529 84 
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Datum meaning 
A fixed starting point of a scale or 
operation. “an accurate datum is 
formed by which other machining 

operations can be carried out”


